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Le Baroque 
44 rue du Marché au Charbon, Brussels, 

Belgium 

 

Nearest station: Bourse 

Bars 

Le Baroque is a gay bar in the heart of 

Brussels' gay street, popular with bears, 

friends and admirers.Although small 

inside, this bar is very popular. Most 

guests will drink outside (there's little 

room inside), but the atmosphere is great. 

Colourful ceilings and walls add to the fun 

atmosphere.On the weekend, there's 

usually a DJ who plays a mixture of club 

classics and pop music. Give him a wink 

and he'll play your favorite tune, too. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

La Reserve 
Korte Boterstraat 2A, Brussels, Belgium 

 

Nearest station: Bourse 

Bars 

The oldest gay bar in Brussels. We love the 

'pub feel' here - it's cosy, friendly, and the 

beer selection is superb. Ask the barman 

for his recommendations if you're not sure 

what to try.La Reserve has a great sound 

system, and the music is upbeat and loud, 

especially on weekends! Attracts a more 

mature crowd. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Le Belgica 
32 rue du Marché au Charbon, Brussels, 

Belgium 

 

Nearest station: Bourse 

Bars 

Le Belgica has become a Brussels gay 

institution, with excellent music by a live 

DJ, cute guys behind the bar and cheap 

drinks.A great hangout for post-dinner or 

pre-clubbing. You'll find most people 

socialising outside, although the glitter 

balls inside make for the perfect dance 

floor. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

Amalgame 
Steenstraat 45, Brussels, Belgium 

 

Nearest station: Bourse 

Bars 

Amalgame Karaoke Bar is the best karaoke 

bar in town, known for its respectful staff 

and vibrant atmosphere. The bar has a 

great DJ and regularly hosts exciting 

events. 

The bar is run by Jérôme & Marco and is 

located just a few minutes' walk from the 

Grand-Place. 

 

Features:BarCafeMusic 

 

L'Homo Erectus Classicus 
5 rue Marché au Charbon, Brussels, 

Belgium 

 

Nearest station: Bourse 

Bars 
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L'Homo Erectus is a gay café and bar with 

nice atmosphere and staff in the heart of 

Brussels, next to Le Detour bar. Small and 

intimate. 

The cozy and welcoming environment is 

complemented by a friendly barman and a 

lovely outdoor seating area. The bar also 

hosts occasional drag shows and fetish 

social meetings. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Le Dolores 
40 rue du Marché au Charbon, Brussels, 

Belgium 

 

Nearest station: Bourse 

Bars 

Le Dolores is a small, cosy bar in the 

centre of the gay scene with an outside 

terrace, popular during the summer and 

winter.The bar stocks also popular gay 

magazines Bruce and Tribu, which contain 

news and information on current gay 

events in Brussels and further afield. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Chez Maman 
7 rue des Grands Carmes, Brussels, 

Belgium 

 

Nearest station: Bourse 

Bars 

Fun, popular weekend gay bar with drag 

shows, hosted by the one and only 

Maman and her cast of fabulous 

performers.It's a tight space and always 

crowded, so best to arrive early if you 

want to see the show. To enter, knock on 

the door and wait to be called in. Usually 

men only, depending on the mood of the 

bouncer.Whilst the show takes place, the 

bar will be closed (they use the bar to 

perform). There is a bar upstairs - great for 

taking photos with all the girls! Free entry. 

 

Features:Bar 

 

Castro Brussels 
Rue du Marché au Charbon 94, 1000, 

Brussels, Belgium 

 

 

Bars 

Castro is a small gay bar in Brussels in the 

Saint Jacques district. The drinks and 

cheap and the vibe is laidback. It's quite a 

typical Brussels bar with a terrace and a 

selection of local beers. 

 

Features:BarCocktailscoffeeFoodMusic 

 

Station BXL 
Rue Du Marché Au Charbon - Kolenmarkt 

27, 1000 Brussels, Brussels-Capital, 

Belgium, Brussels, Belgium 

 

 

Bars 

Station BXL is a gay bar in downtown 

Brussels for bears and their friends. It's 

known for its friendly staff, good music, 

and a great atmosphere. The bar is 

popular, especially on Friday nights. 

Bartenders are helpful and multilingual, 

making everyone feel welcome. 
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It's located in Brussels' gay street, offering 

fast service, fair prices, and a diverse 

music playlist. The owners are welcoming, 

and the bar attracts a mixed-age crowd. 

 

Café Le Fontainas 

(Temporarily Closed) 
Rue du Marché au Charbon Kolenmarkt 

91, Brussels, Belgium 

 

 

Bars 

Just a three minute walk from the 

Manneken Pis is Café Le Fontainas, a gay-

friendly and gay-popular cafe and bar in 

Brussels. Serving lunch and dinner, beers, 

ciders, and cocktails. Outdoor seating, 

lively and trendy crowd. 

 

La Demence @ Fuse Club 
208 rue Blaesstraat, Brussels, Belgium 

 

Nearest station: Gare Centrale 

Dance Clubs 

One of the very best, largest and most 

popular gay dance parties in Europe.La 

Demence is held at the multi-level Fuse 

Club, featuring four bars, two dance floors 

and a dark room. Attracts international 

men of all ages and styles. No dress 

codes.Each month is a different theme, so 

check the website for details of upcoming 

parties. 

 

Features:BarDancingDark RoomMusic 

 

FLASH Club @ YOU Night 

Club 

Rue Duquesnoy - Duquesnoystraat 18, 

1000, Brussels, Belgium 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Popular gay tea dance party in Brussels, 

held every Sunday at You Night Club. 

FLASH attracts mostly young gays, lesbians 

and friends.Free admission from 10 PM til 

midnight with a membership card. After 

that, the entrance is €10 inclusive of one 

drink. Membership cards are also available 

at the entrance for €10. 

Each week has a new theme, so check 

their website and socials for updates. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

Velvet 69 
Brussels, Brussels-Capital, Belgium, 

Brussels, Belgium 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Velvet 69 hosts women-only parties in 

Brussels and beyond. These are some of 

the best lesbian parties in Brussels.The 

events take place every few months. Each 

party has a theme, dancers, international 

DJs and MCs. Check their website or 

Facebook for more information. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

CAVE 
Place de la Chapelle 6, Brussels, Belgium 

 

 

Dance Clubs 
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CAVE is a hetero-friendly, underground 

gay dance party in Brussels for fans of 

electronic, techno, tech-house, 

progressive, trance music in Brussels. 

Check their socials for upcoming events. 

 

Bad Habits 
Rue Des Chartreux - Kartuizersstraat 52, 

1000 Brussels, Brussels-Capital, Belgium, 

Brussels, Belgium 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Bad Habits is a queer-inclusive dance club 

located in the centre of Brussels. It hosts 

alternating parties like HAUS, which 

happens twice a month, and Toy Boy and 

Starboy, both happening once a month. 

Admission starts at 15€, including one 

drink. 

 

Stammbar 
114 rue Marché au Charbon, Brussels, 

Belgium 

 

 

Cruise Clubs 

Brussels' premier gay cruise & fetish club 

(since 2013). Stammbar has an industrial 

style with dark room and cruising areas. 

Popular with bears and their 

admirers.Open 7 nights a week, with an 

additional daytime session from 3pm on 

Sundays. 

 

Features:BarCruise / FetishDark 

RoomMusic 

 

Oasis Sauna 
10 rue Van Orley, Brussels, Belgium 

 

Nearest station: Bourse 

Saunas 

Small gay sauna located 10 minutes 

northeast of city centre. Features include 

dry sauna, jacuzzi, video room, private 

cabins, relaxing area, bar and 

restaurant."Bearday" every first Friday of 

the month. Discounts for students. Open 

daily from 11:30am. 

 

Features:Adults-onlyBarCruise / 

FetishJacuzzi / Hot PoolRelaxing 

CabinsRestaurantSaunaSteam room 

 

Macho Sauna 
106 rue du Marché au Charbon, Brussels, 

Belgium 

 

 

Saunas 

The most popular gay sauna in Brussels. 

Renovated in 2015, Sauna Macho's multi-

level facilities include steam room, dry 

sauna, lockers, dark room, cabins, sun 

terrace, bar, etc.The place gets very 

crowded on Sundays and on 'After La 

Demence' nights. Attracts a good mix of 

guys. Located in the heart of Brussels' gay 

district. 

 

Features:Adults-onlyBarCruise / 

FetishDark RoomGymJacuzzi / Hot 

PoolRelaxing CabinsSaunaSteam roomSun 

terrace 
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Sauna La Griffe - Closed 
41-42 rue de Dinant, Brussels, Belgium 

 

 

Saunas 

Small gay sauna near Brussels city centre. 

Sauna La Griffe has a relaxing environment 

and attracts mainly mature guys and 

admirers. 

Features include wet and dry sauna, bar 

and video room. The Turkish steam bath is 

our favorite. Lockers are available onsite 

to store your belongings. Closed on 

Tuesdays. 

 

Features:Adults-onlyBarCruise / 

FetishRelaxing CabinsSauna 

 

Tantra Rituals David 
Brussels, Belgium 

 

Nearest station: Brussels North 

Massage 

Owners Description: Do you feel tired 

after work or traveling? Are you looking 

for a safe space where you could talk 

about your needs? Do you miss intimacy 

or touch in your life? Would you like to 

unwind and receive a professional 

massage and touch? Are you curious to 

discover what tantra massage can 

provide?  I have been gladly taking care of 

all of this for more than 8 years. 

My certified massage rituals inspired by 

Tantra, coming from old India are 

addressing your heart, your body, your 

emotions, your soul and your sexuality. 

We are entering a safe space of self-

exploration, free of judgement, free of 

pressure and free of expectations of any 

kind. 

During my Tantra massage ritual you will 

pleasantly relax your body and mind. It 

includes an Initial interview to build trust 

and talking about your expectations, time 

for shower, pressure massage and washing 

with hot towels, caressing and petting 

with soft feathers and furs, relaxing full 

body massage with hot natural oil and 

intimate massage of the lingam, during 

which you experience rise and decline you 

energy in waves and feel it all through 

your body. 

After a session with me you would feel 

totally relaxed, full of energy and you 

would feel like floating on the cloud of 

happiness. 

For more information I recommend you 

visit my websites where you can find more 

about me, options and prices, see the 

videos or read more about Tantra. 

 

 

Features:Free WiFiMassageout callPrivate 

shower facilitiesSpa 

 

Philip- Nordic Massage 

Brussels 
Boulevard Simon Bolivar, 1000 Brussels, 

Belgium, Brussels, Belgium 

 

 

Massage 

Premium sensual relaxation massage 

service for men in Brussels, Belgium by 

Philip. His massage service is offered at a 

discreet, modern studio in the Quartier 

Nord (5min walk from Brussels-North 
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railway station or Metro: Yser) or as an 

outcall (residential/hotel) within Brussels 

Capital Region. 

  

Philip’s sensual relaxation massage utilizes 

a unique technique developed and 

success-proven over years of giving 

massages. His massage skills are 

complemented by carefully chosen music, 

colored light, scents and heated massage 

oil. A choice of 60-minute, 90-minute or 

120-minute massage. 

  

Check his website for further details. Call 

or SMS for an appointment. 

 

Features:Massagemassage - 

outcallmassage - incallshower facilities 

 

BorisBoy 
Rue du Midi (Zuidstraat) 95, Brussels, 

Belgium 

 

 

Shops 

BorisBoy is a gay adult shop that has been 

in the business for over a decade in the 

heart of Brussels. 

The store sells a range of leather, rubber, 

underwear, toys, lube, and much more so 

is perfect to visit when out in the city. 

BorisBoy also has an extensive online 

store that offers worldwide shipping, 

check out their official website for the full 

product range and details. 

 

Features:Shopadultstoys 

 

2BE Brussels 
rue Lombard 29-31, Brussels, Belgium 

 

 

Shops 

2BE is a specialist gay fashion, underwear, 

swimwear, and apparel store in the heart 

of Brussels.2BE sells brands like Emporio 

Armani EA7, Diesel, Calvin Klein, ES 

Collection, Addicted, Modus Vivendi, 

PUMP!, aussieBum, Andrew Christian,… 

and so much more! There are also regular 

sales in store and online to grab a 

bargain.The store regularly follows the 

latest seasons trends and events, with 

new stock all year round as well as being 

available to ship to you from their 

extensive online store.Welcoming friendly 

staff are there to help you with great 

experience as to what you should 

purchase next whilst visiting Brussel's busy 

nightlife scene. 

 

Features:apparelfashiononline 

serviceShopunderwear 

 

RainbowHouse 
Kolenmarkt 42, Brussels, Belgium 

 

 

Services 

RainbowHouse (La Maison Arc en Ciel) is a 

non-profit centre for several LGBTQI 

organisations and groups in Brussels - a 

place for people to go for advice, make 

friends and socialise.Located on the main 

gay street. The centre also has a café bar 

onsite. On their website, you'll find out 

more information on current events and 

campaigns, plus helpful advice and tips to 

living in Brussels. 
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Features:BarCafeDancingMusic 

 

Tels Quels 
Place de la Liberté 4, Brussels, Belgium 

 

 

Services 

Gay organisation and counselling centre 

for the LGBT community in Brussels.Tels 

Quels has an onsite café, open from 

Monday to Thursday. 

 

Features:Cafe 
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